Introduction
Relative covariant differentiation has been defined by Upadhyay and Trivedi £2] . It has been shown by them that the relative oovariant differentiation of the fundamental tensor of a Riemannian space does not vanish whereas the relative covariant differentiation of Kronecker-delta vanishes. In this paper, we shall use the relative covariant differentiation to define and study "Relative conformal motion", "Relative projective motion" and "Relative affine motion" in a Riemannian space V fl of n-dimensions.
Preliminaries
i i* Let V Q of coordinates x (i=1,2,...,n) be immersed in a Riemannian manifold V ffl of coordinates y* (of = 1,2,... ,m) and the first fundamental tensors V Q and V m be g^ and respectively. Then a set of m-n congruences ... = n+1, m), which are such that one curve of each congruence passes through each point P of V Q , may be expressed as [lj
where are the contravariant components of a veotor field in V are scalar quantities and are the contravariant components of the unit normal to V Q at P.
Let w». be the contravariant components of a unit vec-1 i tor associated at each point P of the curve C : 
where V denotes covariant differentiation with respect to the Christoffel symbols of V . Making use of (3.1). 
